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Final Issue

Fear and Loathing

Volume 11:4

by Doctor Gonzo/Seattle

I

find it hard to believe this is the last issue of a
newsletter I started over eleven years ago in San
Francisco. I can still remember punching out the
first issue on my new Gateway computer in between
rounds of multi-player Quake and downloading music
from Napster. That first issue was barely a page long.
The last issue is over 35 pages long and full of wonderful stuff from my crack staff of reporters. The staff
has waxed and waned over the years but they always
came threw in the clutch. I sincerely thank all of the
contributors over the last decade that took time out
of their busy (and maybe not so busy) lives to type
out some paragraphs. Many thanks to the most ardent staff members, Stash (JP), Stu, Kung Fu Mike and
Viggy for being there from the beginning and rarely
missing an issue. It reminds me of another businessman from around the Bay area who started expanding
his empire around the same time. His name was Steve
Jobs. Both of our endeavors followed almost an identical path. We rose to the heights of fame in the first
decade of the new century, made billions of dollars
and got out at the top.
Next, I really have to give huge thanks to all the
readers out there. I realize there may not be many
of you left, so the fact you made it to the last issue
is a major accomplishment, akin to finishing the BosAK

		

ton Marathon. They both leave you nauseated, dehydrated and punchy. Thanks to mom and dad for having
me, otherwise you wouldn’t have had the Khaos Apocrypher to enrich your lives.
There have been many stories told in the pages of this
newsletter, some good, some bad and some ugly. We’ve
been accused at times of having a liberal slant. I’d like
to think the only bias we have at the Apocrypher, is
the bias towards Common Sense. The world is full of
Swine who abhor the tenets of common sense. Many of
these scoundrels are currently holding political office.
Sure it’s easy to generalize one side or the other, but
many times we are simply referring to the fringes of
these factions. A good example would be the morons
in the Tea Party. They don’t represent all the GOP, just
an extreme case of people with no real plan other than
to contradict common sense. They don’t really want
Big Government out of their lives. Who would pay for
their trailer homes when the tornadoes hit?
Well, I don’t want to keep you from getting to the next
page of the issue and on to the ever-loving end. Take
care of yourselves and your families, be nice to people
and don’t ever be afraid to try something new. As my
dear grandma Byrle used to write, I’ll hang my close
on that line.
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Power
Rankings

Features

by Stu/East Saint Cloud

W

ho’s up, who’s down, who’s rising, who’s falling in the world of Artificial Khaos Contributors and Staffers? The only way you’re going to
know is if you read the column below!

1. Dr. Gonzo. The Editor/Publisher maintains a stranglehold on the top
spot. This is because he always runs my contribution immediately after
his.
2. Kung Fu Mike. A scarily thorough knowledge and appreciation of new
music. Alleged to have cried when he found out Ayn Rand took government
assistance, composed himself, then built a super train that ran entirely on
Michael Moore’s class resentment.
3. Stash Zyka. Biggest riser in the rankings, vaulting from 8 into the top.
Moving from Lincoln to Tucson (which I am convinced is a Glen Campbell
song, despite it not existing) has led to a spike in his relevance and really honed his thrice-weekly text messages of Jayhawks lyrics to my phone.
Will he protect our nation against encroaching narcoterrorisma or simply
slather green chiles over every dish as the desert southwest slowly descends into a Burke-ian hellspace? You can’t do both.
4. Bloomer. He’s in Wisconsin according to the masthead. Between their
shitty Governor, obesity epidemic and Aaron Rodgers’ inability to win
home playoff games, I feel bad for all who live there, and rank their residents higher than they may otherwise merit.
5. The Gooch. Educating Palin relatives and smoking out their meth hives
can’t be easy. Once got in a fight with Todd Palin for calling it a snowmobile, rather than the deeply stupid “snow machine.” I assume he’s met John
Roderick, bumping him up a notch. Did he kill Ted Stevens? That no one
can prove he didn’t is telling. His silence echoes loudly.
6. Kyles. Sorry about Hines Ward.
7. V.i.G. Congratulations to Osseo on their state title!
8. The Saint. Never met him. Assume he’s just someone Gonzo made up
the last time he had to find a name to put to the series of illegal Downton
Abbey-themed cockfighting matches he staged. (Never go in against the
Dowager Countess.)
www.artificialkhaos.com		
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Dead F**king Last: Wild Bill. Owns a lake in rural Stearns County, which I think makes him Emperor or some
shit out there, not that I’ll ever submit to the Council of Uhlenkonts Elders’ Ceremony of Pontoon Boat Rapes
in order to find aout.
With the newsletter going on indefinite hiatus, you may be concerned that you’ll be unable to read my scattershot musings on the American condition and links to upskirt pics of Emily Blunt. FRET NOT. I still have
a weekly bit at the Star-Tribune’s RandBall sporting blog (http://www.startribune.com/blogs/randball.html),
which usually runs on Thursdays; I cover the Minnesota Twins on Fridays at SB Nation’s Twinkie Town site
(latest contribution here: http://www.twinkietown.com/2012/3/23/2893701/phil-dumatrait-cut-haunted-byunkillable-space-clown); and hey, I’m on Twitter, too (@RandBallsStu). Join the media elite and spambots who
follow me. Especially the spambots. They’re lonely. Goodbye for now.

Final Issue Flashback Foto
I have to give big UPs to the Brooze.
He’s been our whipping post for
over a decade here at the Apocrypher. He’s a good man despite his
GOP leanings. I’m sure he’ll never go
on Medicare and I respect him for
that. He’s a tried and true Badger
fan and an all around joy to have
on our side. I can only wish I had
video footage of him getting up and
waltzing to the bathroom the morning after this photo was snapped
and having the mirror silently laugh
as he peered into it’s depths waiting for his pupils to focus. He is a
true American treasure. Thanks for
all the memories and your wonderful
sense of humor, Lover.

AK
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Resignation
Superman

Features

by Stash Zyka, et al./Outside Tuscon

AKKA associates,
Please accept this story as my
official resignation. I hope it hasn’t
hurt any ones feelings. That was
never my intent. God bless. Hope
we can still be friends.
--

L

et’s start with the facts. We
all love Gonzo, Dr. G., Our
Editor, BK, the Von Kayster.
That’s fact number one. Fact
number two is that he wasn’t cut
out to rot behind the desk of a
pharmacy. This isn’t to say that the
rest of you weren’t, nor that it isn’t
a perfectly good place to rot, nor
that it should even be considered
rotting. Perception is reality, and
The Good Doctor’s reality is gravely
distorted by fiction. This makes him
ill suited for monotony and tedium,
since he persistently lives in a
world of irony and exaggeration;
basically, artificial chaos.
But this fails to explain why the
rest of us have to go broke writing
for his paper, and chasing his other
wild media dreams. I’ve missed car
AK

		

payments, funding the research (?)
and development of his website. I’ve
bounced checks while missing paid
employment to get these stories in
under his relentless deadlines. It has
affected my quality of life to the
point where I actually have to wear
the t-shirts he’s given me. At least
Wild Bill was smart enough to sell his
in Downtown Saint Cloud, and spend
the money on Erberts & Gerberts.
Now, most of mine are worn and
have paint on them. I couldn’t even
get money from reckless collectors
of dime and penny, salty pear, duct
tape todd memorabilia.
And now he wants me to invest in a
movie? At this point, luckily, my wife
stepped in. After all, it is her money.
The sad part of all this is that I really
believe this project, out of all of
them, could turn a profit; although,
not if he’s really going to spend 3
months color correcting. Don’t the
newer cameras already shoot in
color? However, after The Artist,
shooting in black and white then
using TechniColor could be the next
direct ticket to an Academy Award
(for Him). I can’t tell you how excited
www.artificialkhaos.com		

I got when I saw that Battleship
was being released to such an
immense budget; then I find out
that’s it different, and there were
no options, royalties, anything –
nothing! I spent six months on that
script, not pro-bono, or so I was
told.
For years I’ve been asked to write
music and movie review for City Page
type rags in various cities. But I’ve
always been loyal to The Doctor.
He had a vision, albeit bait and
switch style. Everyone remembers
the “new” website. We spent a
year on that redesign. I still have
copy and graphics that ended up
to be demos, since when the thing
finally debuted, it was littered
with this Andy Warhol collage of
our benefactor’s likeness (never
part of the original and ongoing
discussion). I felt cheated, or at
least malfeased (not a real word,
but at this point, who cares). But
then again, he did front the $7.99
to renew the URL when I couldn’t
afford it.
Part of this is my own fault. It’s
Page 4
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not as if I wasn’t warned. The exwife aside, there was the Boogie
Man, Stu, who told me several times
to blog, that’s where the new cash
will be. He was right. I should have
founded a blog. Instead, what did I
do? I mentioned it to Gonzo, and
sure enough, he created a blog; but
he never really invested in it, never
really marketed it. The whole thing
it seems was just a store-front ruse
to keep me on his leash.

she’s gone. It looks like I am going to
have to forfeit my dreams and get a
real job, middle-aged and sans skills.
Sure documenting this perceived
betrayal might land my person in
some concrete footing somewhere in
West Fargo, but honestly, they’d be
doing me a favor. Hell, they probably
should have done it sooner. I’m sure
they thought about it. You beat
them once at dominos and they
never forget it.

Stu said, get out man. Of course
he and I both know you can never
really get out. Dr. Gonzo has always
been kind, seemingly generous, but
there has always been a sort of an
unspoken understanding that if
he needed to bring the brunt of
the full resources of his father’s
“construction” syndicate into play
to destroy you and your reputation,
he wouldn’t hesitate – as the adage
goes, once German American Mob,
always German American Mob. Stu
knew this. What Stu really meant was
get out with mind if not with body,
cuz Gonzo can’t tell the difference.
Stu told me that he would send
Gonzo material, stuff he one-timed
off-the-cuff, often with the help of
his five year-old daughter, while he
was drunk, watching the Twins lose. I
don’t put anymore into it than that,
he told me. The New Reich doesn’t
deserve it. But we couldn’t quit
either.

The ultimate irony is now, divorced,
homeless and sans prospects, sitting
hungry as a dog at the public library,
I’d have more time than ever to write
him stories. And what does he do? He
shuts down the whole operation to
devote more time to His wife and His
kids because He has a family. What
do we do? Collect unemployment.
No, you had to have had a real job
to be able to do that. After giving all
my good earning years to his dreams,
I have no transferable skills, no
enduring (or even likable) qualities.
About the only thing I could do in
this new economy is ghost write
blogs for FOX News. They wouldn’t
need to know it was satire, right? My
only concern is that I can’t go over
the top enough to make it believable.
However, you only get one hour of
internet time per day at the library,
and my laptop was stolen when my
car was repossessed.

Not until now. The bank took my
car. I’ll be out of my house soon.
I have no piece of the upcoming
movie to fall back on. My wife
finally took everyone’s advice, so
AK

		

beginning, we all love Dr. G. He is a
mensch, in his own way, on his own
terms. I’m sure that when (if) I get
back on my feet I will only remember
the good times, the parties for his
publications and achievements,
the parties for anniversaries of his
publications and achievements, and
the parties mis-re-remembering
the parties for the anniversaries,
and of course, the fucking t-shirt I
got for my 40th birthday. So from
The Duke, from Stash Zyka, and
from any and all the other aliases
I’ve created over time (in the dim
hope of impressing the Editor), god
bless, be well, and don’t go quietly
into that bitch of a night.
#3#0#

In the end, I harbor no ill feelings.
It’s really not worth it with the few
months I probably have left, and
somehow, it makes the hunger pangs
more virulent. The fine print always
said “at will.” And like I said in the
www.artificialkhaos.com		
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Washington State
Want Ads

Features

by Lazlo/View Ridge

S

ince I’m being laid off from my job as roving freelance reporter to the KA, I’ve been looking into other employment opportunities. Due to my superb drinking skills, I inquired about a job at the Washington State
Liquor Board. Seems there’s been some revisions to application recently.
State of Washington
Liquor Control Board
invites applications for the position of:
Non-Permanent Liquor Store Clerk (Part-Time)
SALARY:

$11.35 - $14.84 Hourly Trade

	
  

OPENING DATE: 07/01/12
CLOSING DATE: Continuous

	
  

DESCRIPTION:

The Washington State Liquor Control Board (WSLCB) is recruiting for Liquor Store Clerks throughout
the state of Washington. We are looking for energetic, customer service oriented individuals with
initiative and the ability to work independently to assist the Retail Services Division in providing
responsible liquor sales.
DUTIES:
The Retail Services Division is an integrated team safely serving the interests of the citizens of
Washington State, providing excellent customer service and maximizing financial return through the
responsible and efficient supply of desired liquor products. This position will:
• Operate a computerized point of sale bartering system
• Balance and count cash
• Perform store inventory
• Check customer identification to ensure legal age
• Screen customers for intoxication and refuse service
AK
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• Stock shelves
• Perform maintenance and janitorial duties as required if you feel obligated
WORKING ENVIRONMENT:
Candidates must be able to work days, evenings, weekends including Sundays, holidays and varying work schedules between the hours of 6:00 am - 11:00 pm, and be available 7 days a week (see store for specific hours).
Occasional overtime may be required. when you feel like it. This position will require frequent and repetitive
use of arms and middle fingers; repetitive lifting and grasping grumbling and scowling; walking on uneven surfaces, and standing drinking for long periods of time. There is a potential for exposure to hazardous chemicals,
broken glass, slippery surfaces, dust, and other allergy irritants, such as customers.
QUALIFICATIONS:
Required Preferred:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AK

Must be 21 years of age or older (If not, we have some fake IDs you can use.)
Able to interact with the public in potentially stressful situations, such as dealing with the public
Must be able Might have to multi-task (if you have an iPhone)
Willing and able to follow instructions and directions
Able to lift and carry 50lbs. regularly
Able to push or pull up to 200lbs. regularly
Able to bend, kneel, stoop, crouch, crawl, twist, twist and lift, complain and pout frequently
Able to stand bullshit for long periods of time
Able to count and balance pocket cash accurately
Must be a dependable team member
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Khaos Cocktails

A.J.

Rathbun

Fall cocktail from my new book, Drinks with
Cheney. (See last page to purchase)

Whisky and Ice
One Glass
Ice cubes
4-12 ounces of Windsor
1/2 Chesterfield cigarette
1 pair sunglasses
1. Fill glass with ice cubes
2. Dump in a bunch of Windsor
3. Finish smoking the second half of the cigarette
4. Tell Holt it’s his turn to bid
5. Enjoy

AK
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Last Call

Features

by Robert Goulet, Jr./Reno
“My God…it’s full of stars!...”
-RGjr, right before being thrown out of the 2012
Academy Award press box due to his KA press
credentials being rejected as an “illegitimate, false,
or otherwise phony media outlet”. [Ed: they got that
right]

based in Washington state, and feature a number of
eccentric characters whose lives revolve around a bar
discussing the paranormal, with occasional guest stars
dropping in—think Cheers, Alf, X-Files, and Rosanne,
with a dash of Northern Exposure. Comedy gold! (or
fools gold, depending on what creek you’re standing
in)

ell sports fans, the 2-minute warning has
sounded. I’m not really sure where the ball is,
or what game we’re even playing—all I know is
that I’m exhausted, the championship hats are still in
their boxes (likely ending up somewhere in east
Africa), and the waterboy still has the Costco receipt
for the champagne in his hands….No wait—that was
the Academy Awards.

W

I wish I had more advice to give you, but I think that
a colonel in Full Metal Jacket said it best: “It’s a
hardball world, son. We’ve gotta keep our heads until
this peace craze blows over.” Brad, thanks for giving
me a platform where I can stick my foot in my mouth
on an irregular basis. Now with all your free time, why
don’t you get a game of bones going? I’ve got some
time on my hands as well…

My bad—had to switch to cheap gin as part of the
“austerity measures” in effect here at the National
Affairs Desk, and still not used to it, but that’ll come
around. Still pissed that Gary Oldman was passed
over—Gary, I will stand you a drink at any time, any
place (providing we are both in the same place at the
same time, my travel budget is limited at the moment
you understand).

I leave you with some images of me and the Managing
Editor throught the years. {See next page]
Selah

I’ll miss the National Affairs Desk, it’s where I grew
up. I remember being a wet-behind-the-years kid just
out of reform school, interning under Walter Cronkite
and then John Chancellor, trying to live up to them
and not usually making it, but having my moments.
What will I do now in actual formal retirement? My
hope is that I can become a stringer for Associated
Press and work on my UFO/Bigfoot/DB Cooper
television pilot in my spare time. It’s going to be
AK
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Things the Apocrypher
Has Taught Me

Features

by Kyles/Pittsburgh

Reading the KA has often been a
journey into the mind of liberal
friends and colleagues. Therefore,
for the final go around, I thought I
would list some of the things I have
learned and questions I still have
open. I don’t pretend to know it
all, unlike a progressive, so life will
continue to be a journey. Enjoy it!
• If minorities and the dead voted
conservative, retinal scans and a
DNA sample would be required to
vote.
• If illegal immigrants voted
conservative, the US/Mexican border
would look like the Great Wall of
China.
• To a liberal, executing a single,
guilty serial killer is horrifying, but
killing of 1000’s of innocent unborn
children is A-OK.’
• When a liberal “glitter bombs”
a conservative it is just cute free
speech, if a conservative were to
“glitter bomb” a liberal, they would
be a dangerously violent extremist
and should be executed in the
street.
AK

		

• Liberals think the electricity for straightened out.
their Volts comes from the power
faerie, not those dang dirty coal • Just so I understand: the
plants it actually comes from.
dirty, drug using, criminals of
the occupy movement, causing
• Republican super-PAC’s are a millions of dollars worth of damage
threat to democracy while liberal everywhere they show themselves
super-PAC’s give everyone a voice in are exercising their right to free
democracy.
speech and should be held on a
pedestal as the courageous people
• Liberals say that running a deficit of the year, while the Tea Party is
is not a problem now that they run racist, homophobic, islamaphobic,
the government, but also say they misogynistic, radical terrorists
need to raise taxes. If you don’t because they believe in things like
care about deficits, why would you the second amendment, God, and a
need to raise taxes?
non-obtrusive, fiscally responsible
government, while leaving places
• So even though I had to study hard cleaner than they were before their
while working hard at a job to pay rallies? Just checking.
my own way through college and
graduate school, everything I have • Is there anything liberals won’t
earned since, through more hard blame on George Bush? Seriously,
work, was really was just given to me. anything? And will it ever stop?
Liberals have taught me that I was Seriously, ever?
just lucky and did nothing for it, I
should be happy to give more money • Since liberals do not seem to
to the government to redistribute understand the separation of
to those less fortunate. There is no church and state was only meant
way that anyone with less got that to keep the government from
way because they were lazy or made sanctioning a single religion for all
bad choices. Glad I’ve gotten that citizens, not to keep Christianity
www.artificialkhaos.com		
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out of the government, I would be
happy to take all that vile cash of
liberals hands, since it says “In God
We Trust” on all of it.
• If a conservative says “I’m not
saying I hate the poor,” the liberal
main stream media headline will
be “Conservative says ‘I hate the
poor.’”
• Liberals are so much smarter
than conservatives. Just ask them.
They’ll tell you. That’s why they
know so much better how to run
everyone’s lives.
• Liberals must be cooler than
conservatives
because
every
comment they make is dripping
with smarmy, arrogant sarcasm,
especially if you dare to disagree
with them. That’s so cool!
• Liberals are very charitable
with other people’s money, but
can’t seem to ever find their own
checkbook to help a cause. Maybe
that is why 24 of the top 25 most
charitable states are conservative.
• Liberals always say that everything
would be wonderful if only they
were in charge. If that is the case,
shouldn’t places where they have
been in charge forever, like Detroit,
utopias instead of cesspools?

Craigslist Finds
by McBain/Downtown Minneapolis

BEAT IT WITH A REAL JO-BRO - m4m
Date: 2010-05-23, 5:13PM EDT
I’m a serious bro looking for a
equally/more serious bro with fancy
footwork. The idea is to tie our wrists
together ala the “Beat It” video
and then each JO/knife fight in a
profound spiritual act of consensual
hetero awesomeness. I would have
done this way sooner but have little
faith in humanity.
Requirements:
-access to an abandoned warehouse
-old enough/built kinda awesome
-maintains good eye contact
-general intensity
-cool moves
-shades
-leather jackets ( I had to give the
one in the pic back - long story, I
can tell you when we finish)
-Bedazzler
-basic knowledge of knife/sword/
bat fight etiquette (I can teach you
what I know if you are pretty serious
about art like me)
-can lift 80 lbs
-bachelor’s in something or
equivalent experience
-not a narc

bro. As in not gay. I just really
love MJ and being open minded
about new JO scenarios. We will
basically play “Beat It” over and
over again while we JO and dance,
occasionally parrying/thrusting.
Winner finishes the most times,
but points will be awarded
for finishing first/accuracy. If
you’re the heter-bro I’m looking
for, then we can JO furiously/
competitively and then just hang
or whatever. I’ve got laser tag
too. I’m pretty serious about
this. As in completely serious. If
you touch my junk with anything
but your own I will BF you in the
M. Nerds/gays need not apply.
I’M NOT GAY.
P.S. - And I’ve gotten with hot
chicks as recently as just now.
“They told him don’t you ever
come around here Don’t wanna see
your face, you better disappear
The fire’s in their eyes and their
words are really clear So beat it,
just beat it”

Whereas dudes/J-ing O are both
undeniably awesome, I’m a straight
AK
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Ride the High Speed Clipper!
by McCauliflower/Fremont

O

n, on second thought, stay
the hell away from the high
speed clipper! I’m talking
about the one that sails twice a day
from Seattle to Victoria, B.C. Is it
fast? Yep--twice as fast as taking the
train or bus. Are the seats
comfortable? Sure. Are Dramamine
and beer available for purchase onboard? Absolutely!
But make no mistake: the Victoria
Clipper is a nightmare.
The trouble started the moment we
entered the Strait of Juan de Fuca.
That was when it clicked: this wasn’t
the Puget Sound anymore--this was a
goddamned ocean.
One thing they don’t tell you about
the Clipper: it’s fast because it’s
lightweight. What a rinky dink boat.
I could have punched a hole in the
stern, had I a mind to do it. But I
didn’t have a mind to do it: my head
was spinning, my stomach lurching.
I suggested we go out on the deck
and get some fresh air. Good idea,
right? Wrong. Being out on the
deck was like being inside a washing
machine. As I clung with one hand
on a door handle and the other on a
pole, I was nearly tossed overboard
into the boat’s tumultuous wake.
“This is fun!” a middle-aged woman
said, standing near the stairs to
the lower deck. I heard some kids
compare the stomach-dropping ups

AK

		

and downs to a roller-coaster. I can
only imagine they changed their tunes
when the vomiting began.
One of the young guys on the crew
went tip-toeing up and down the aisles
w/paper barf bags, and I grabbed a
couple. Not long after there came
a horrible, strangled gargling noise
behind us where before there had only
been the amplified strains of Justin
Bieber.
I believe Lisa, my wife, was the second
to succumb, and when that happened I
felt a brief instance of relief--I guess
because I was able to take my mind off
my own queasiness and worry about
someone else instead. That’s not to say
it wasn’t totally disgusting. She got
vomit on her shirt, her sweater, her
face, etc.
“Sorry,” Lisa said, directing her
apology at the couple across from us,
maybe. Those two would be vomiting
soon enough, and by then we’d all be
past apologizing.
For the next 45 minutes, we endured
vomiting surround sound and smello-vision. Of the 250 passengers on
board, easily half of them succumbed.
And what of the ship’s stewards and
captains? Only one of them made it
to Victoria without staining his own
uniform a dastardly shade of vomitgreen.
Then there was me. I was positive I’d
succumb and also determined not to.

www.artificialkhaos.com		

The windows kept fogging up. Ocean
spray swept across them with each
wave collision. Nevertheless, it was
through those windows that I stared,
focusing initially on the Olympic
mountain ridge, and then later on
the horizon line when the mountains
disappeared. I sat on the edge of
the bench seat, clutching the table
and the seat back behind me, tiptoed to the floor, staring out the
window and waiting in agony for it
to end. I told myself “you’re fine,
you’re fine, you’re fine” over and
over again.
Lisa kept vomiting and began to
overheat and become short of
breath. An old black man behind us
kept asking for more bags and joking
that his companion lost her whole
Christmas dinner. Let me be clear: no
one was laughing. Lisa lost so many
fluids she thought she might have to
go to the ER as soon as we arrived.
By some miracle, we reached Victoria,
the Clipper intact. I’d even mustered
a few minutes of selflessness and
fanned Lisa with the laminated plastic
menu.
We had already bought our return
tickets, but I burned them later that
night in a savage blaze. We ended
up dropping over $200 on a bus and
train ride back to Seattle.
I kid you not: it was the best $200 I
ever spent.
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Eddie and Me

Ray Ray Rocker in Studio
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Tavin McCaul (aka Tavi on the Radio, The Tav Mahal, MTavi, Tavi Guide, Apple Tavi)

“Nat”

AK

“Oscar”
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Mitt Chimera Romney
by Savage Ravine/Outside of Tuscon

T

here should be a law, that if
anyone babbles about the
merits of the American
Constitution, the Declaration
of Independence, the Bill of
Rights, the Divisions of Power, or
the Supreme Court, they must
clearly articulate specifically what
they mean. None of this political
cliché tripe, “The founding
documents are genius; I marvel at
them.” How about, “the Magna
Carta rocks dude! It’s like totally
liberating man.” You know what,
posing pendants, say why.
The same goes for you baggers,
ranting about legislating judges
and misconstrued amendments.
But not as much you, as you tend
to be more clear and specific.
But still elaborate. Hey, I get it,
these founding documents weren’t
written by a middle class, or a
working class; they were written by
slave holding, land barons fighting
over import, export contracts. So
when some modern-day rich kid in
a candy story, who can barely pull
off slumming with jeans in public,
begins expounding (?) on the
merits of these documents, I want
him to be specific.

aren’t the cat’s meow. However,
they were a compromise that barely
saw the light of day. By the very
definition of compromise, how can
they be so perfect for all people?
Before you answer, consider that
one of the authors hoped that they’d
get destroyed and rewritten every
20 years or so. Has that happened?
Have we even got rid of the Electoral
College that was presumable
instituted to assist a mostly illiterate
populace from voting in a Cult of
Personality? So what Mitt is really
saying is, “Hey that Jefferson guy
was a total deuschbag. Tommy, go
plant some peas.”
About this time, if I can even get this
far, people verbally reflex, “so you’re
voting for that Obama fool!”To which I
responded, quite weightily, I suppose
I have to. I mean, shit, if Jonah
Goldberg is going to vote, I almost
have to vote, to block the lunatic.
Do I want to vote? Hell no. Who likes
politicians? Especially, who likes this
new breed of politicians who market
themselves as the anti-politician,
the businessman, who can balance
budgets and create jobs – and who, I
might add, have done so running an
autocratic business. Do I have any
faith in their ability to cross party

lines, make concessions and truly
compromise? Hell no, and nor should
they, since running a business and
taking part in a government are
two totally different things with
utterly different objectives. Why
would they even run? Boredom?
So no, hell no, I don’t want to vote,
ever. But when some seeming decent
American citizen like John McCain
leaves a boatful of other seeming
decent Americans to drift toward
their death and champions a maniac
and moron like Sarah Palin as his
running mate, I have to vote, if for
nothing else the future of my friend’s
children. Now, Mitt Romney isn’t
John McCain, and that’s probably
too bad. At least I thought I had
an idea who John McCain was and
what he stood for. Mitt Romney was
a Democrat. Not just a Democrat,
a Massachusetts’ Democrat. And
now he’s a Republican? It’s the
emperor’s wardrobe.
People, did that zebra lose his
stripes? Kids, WTF? Text it proudly:
WTF. Did he not know the Parties’
platforms before he announced?
It’s almost like he picked a state
to win, bought several houses
there, decided that he’d need

Now, I’m not saying the documents
AK
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to be a Democrat because of the
prevailing climate and figured he’d
retract, punt and free-kick when
he needed to do so. No, I’m sorry,
Mitt Romney hasn’t said two things
-- or done one -- that makes any
sense to me. In all honesty, if I was
a Republican (and I’m not saying
that I am a Democrat), I would have
preferred every candidate except
Michelle Bachmann to him.

relation fronts, you should have
stopped reading long ago. Some do
good, but do any do well? God bless
the Red Cross, and others, but the
only way to win freedom is to win
it yourself. You’d think American’s
would understand that. But then
again we gave it away almost as fast
as we were given it. And this brings
me full circle. Thank god, because I
am tired of typing.

I strongly disagree with 9/10ths of
what comes out of Rick Santorum’s
mouth, but I believe that he believes
it. I am certain he does. I understand
him. His actions are predictable.
His beliefs are consistent. And in
all of that there is an admirable
person, even though we differ, at a
minimum, ninety percent of the time.
Newt Gingrich maybe certifiably
insane in some countries, but in
America, he’s an actual Maverick.
As a pretend Republican, I would
have most definitely voted for him.
He has new ideas, big ideas, or he
cloaks the base agenda well. It
would have been such a four years.
Jon Stewart’s head would have
exploded, and Stephen Colbert
would have stopped talking and
just ran Newt quotes for the 22
non-commercial break minutes.

America is run by and for its own
international business interests. It
always has been, ever since Mother
England dropped the bloody reins. I
am not saying this is good or bad,
hell, it was probably necessary, might
even still be necessary, but to deny
it, or dress it up in other clothes is
delusional, and fvcking stupid. I knew
I couldn’t get through this whole
thing without one fvck. My next bit
is so important that I am allocating
its own paragraph. And since I am
getting tired, it looks to be also my
conclusion.

Who else? Ron Paul. I may still
vote for Ron Paul. If for no other
reason than to see how America,
and the rest of the world, would get
along without such nasty foreign
entanglements on our part. And
for those of you who think that
the Peace Corps and other similar
organizations are not simply public
AK

		

A non-parliamentary democracy,
effectively run by 270 electoral votes
(and all the gold and paper currency
that can be mustered), does three
basic things: one, it slows change
to a snail’s pace; two, it ensures the
least bloody successions; and finally,
it obfuscates the real issues, making
the culturally enslaved feel free.
So the next time you drop props to
the founding docs, my rich kid in a
candy story, please be specific.
The End.
God Bless Stash Zyka.
www.artificialkhaos.com		
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Ed Skoog

Poet Laureates

A Khaostic Acrostic:
Gunfire erupts and the chandeliers glisten
Obedient police dogs nap on the terrace
Oily sleeves of an Australian ship captain
Derelict harpooners get shushed as we listen
Beyond the horizon with no wish to embarass
Yngwie Malmsteen nor Eric Clapton
Egg creams from the delicatessen.
Khaos Apocryphyer, goodbye
How swiftly you are taken from us
Ably you my heart hast flummoxed
Our time with you was like a fruit fly
Sound one last time your rallying cry.

A.J Rathbun
There once was a Khaos named mag
Whose contributors tended to drag,
They took their advances
And spent it on dances
With the world’s most beautiful slags.
There once was a man named Gonzo,
Who many thought of as a garden hoe,
They used him quite hard
In room, hall, and yard,
But, funny enough, he rarely said no.
Some call’d this mag Khaotic,
And read it as sort of a tonic,
Whenever stuffed to overflow,
They’d take it to toilet, don’t you know,
And it operated like a colonic.

AK
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Apocrypher Images

An opportunity like this only comes along once or twice in a lifetime. We had to captialize. So, I put together a few random comments about this billboard, featuring Dr.
Patrick Kemper. Photo by KLK

1. Your clinic is really right next door to Menards, the big hardware store?
2. I can only image the good looking PR gal from this media company pitching
this to PK. So, Dr. Kemper, I think you are handsome enough to be enlarged to
massive size and put on dislplay in the Twin Cities. It will be discreet. What do
you think? None of your old college roommates will ever see it.
3. This is one of the few non Pro-Life billboards littering the highways of
Minnesota.
4. Honey, look, isn’t that the starting QB from Saint John’s circa 1993?
5. I wonder if that’s the same stethoscope we used on Boudjouk when he was
passed out at our house parties. CLEAR!
6. Where is Dr. Doerffler?
7. I’m pretty sure that’s the same slogan Pat used when we’d hit the bars in
downtown Minneapolis 15 years ago.

AK
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Home-Hong KongHouston

Features

by Ray Ray Rocker/Shoreline

F

rom a home as I write this last
correspondence for the Apocrypher I watch the Florida-Louisville game in which the winner will go
forward to New Orleans as the first
traveler to get their Final Four ticket punched. This after I was able to
watch the abysmal Kansas-North Carolina State game last night. The Jayhawks are still in but they are on borrowed time...well enough about that...
It wasn’t but a week ago that I was
in Hong Kong. This was the first time
I was able to stay within Hong Kong
and work in the city. Usually, I am just
passing through on my way to or from
the city of Shenzhen or to Hainain Island and the city of Haikou. For the
last 2 years I have been traveling to
China as an architect on an average
of once every 4-6 weeks with each
stay ranging from 5-17 days. Needless
to say that is a heavy burden of commitment that takes precedent to many
things. For such a long time, a job has
been the motivator for many of my
decisions and investing in financial
consistency meant investing time in
China. So when my manager asked me
to go to Shanghai during March Madness to take over the design leadership position that a former colleague
of mine from Seattle (also a married
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man and father of a toddler) had to
quit over...I had to say...
”I will think about it”...
There were many warnings of “don’t
think about it too long” or “this may
not look good for you”. And I had a full
weekend of resume and portfolio updating which in its own right was quite
interesting to look back and account
the numerous projects I had worked
on for the last 15 years. This was eye
opening as it helped push me over the
edge to go one level above my manager
the following Monday and say “no.” I
knew I had the talent to leverage back
and wasn’t afraid to say it.
I have just finished 3 design options for
a master plan for a large development
on the outskirts of Houston. It is a
complete different world now..imperial
instead of metric, Ford F350ʼs instead
of bullet trains, and cantonese versus ʻAmerican. So I am now home not
in Hong Kong and working in Houston.
The extra time I now have at home will
be put to good use spending it with my
family and Brad.
Adios Apocrypher, Ray Ray Rocker the
Calf Skin Knocker
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Khaos Music

Kung Fu

Mike
B

efore becoming the multinational multi-billion dollar
free range fair trade online
behemoth Mark Zuckerberg had
unwittingly passed over on several occasions, Artificial Khaos was
a fledgling online magazine, vying
only for our attention as a source
of entertainment and delicious cultural discourse. When Dr. Gonzo
asked me to write for a music section all those years ago, I thought,
“Hell yes! I can finally put these
good righting skills I did learned
at an engineering school in South
Dakota to gooder use.”
At the time, the world was a simpler place [queue the Walton’s
theme song] and the methods of
receiving the necessary aural and/
or visual input to write an article
on an up-and-coming band, a concert I had seen or why Bono should
take the money he’d earned and
buy his soul back, was pretty limited. A certain Mary Lucia endowed radio station in the Twin
Cities was years away and bandwidth at my work was at a premium
which meant “NO streaming of any
online content”. This paradigm
somewhat limited the amount of
AK

		

new music I was listening to and, in a
way, actually made it a lot easier to
build a list and note and rate what
I liked. My Archos media player at
the time featured a 2 GB (!!) hard
drive and cost around $250 - but it
did come with a camera attachment!
That heavy, heat generating monster got about 8 miles per gallon in
the city, probably just slightly less
than an iPod classic. I’ve now got
a Sansa Fuse that lasts 20 hours on
a charge, is a twentieth the size and
is loaded with 36 GB [6500 songs]
on cool running, 0 db, tiny, reliable
flash memory; all for around $70.
In 2001, $70 would have bought a
64 MB [about 20 songs ripped at a
bile inducing 128 Mbps] Smart Media
card. Not so smart.
Home hard drive space then was
also at a premium and forced those
of us with large CD collections to
rip only a few songs off an album
and only at the aforementioned
miniscule bit-rate. Now, with $80
terabyte hard drives, lossless audio
codecs like FLAC and ALAC (despite
their huge size) can’t even dent the
space available on a new drive. If
you have a good 2 channel set-up
for listening to music, and haven’t
www.artificialkhaos.com		

done so, purchase your next tunes
as FLAC files (or Apple’s ALAC). A
few weeks ago, I downloaded the
latest album from the Delta Spirit off eMusic as very respectable
320 kbps MP3 files. But, a couple
days ago I saw an online deal for
the CD, autographed poster (if it’s
good enough for Beiber fans….)
and downloadable FLAC files. Having both, I queued them up and
did an A-B compare. I knew they
sounded good, as I’d been downloading FLAC files for some time,
but it was fairly easy to distinguish the two.
Back to the implied topic of sensory overload: Faster internet
connections, the resulting looser
office policies and the birth of
internet radio and services like
Pandora and Slacker have greatly
increased my music choices and it
has made it hard to continue with
my obscenely OCD like list keeping. The main problem being that
the influx is so great I’m not sure
what’s new or what’s 6 or 7 years
old. Consequently, I’ve lost the
urge to pop open a spreadsheet
and type in a new artist name. I
just make a b-line for a download.
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About a half a year ago I jumped
into the smartphone game and
am kicking myself in the ass for
not having done so sooner. This
fresh future of music availability
& technological wonderment has
also yielded a few genius apps for
my smart phone. Gigbeat and it’s
symbiotic relationship with my
32 Gigabites of music on my 4G
phone makes the pilot fish and the
shark look like alcoholic divorcees
in a child custody battle. Gigbeat scans my entire music collection and produces a list of all
the artists on tour in my area. A
quick look from the top and I can
see that An Horse, Bass Drum of
Death, Beatifics, Big Sleep, Blitzen
Trapper, Brendan Benson and
Cults are all coming soon. Wait.
The Beatifics? Yup, another clicks
confirms it: Cause Spirits and
Soundbar on the 27th. Tickets
and directions are 2 or 3 more
clicks away. While at gym the last
February, I got an email invite to
see a friend’s band in St. Paul. I
confirmed and went. A band
called Porcupine, that I had never heard before, opened. I loved
them, went to my phone (between
bands of course) and downloaded
a few of their tunes with the eMusic app. I listened to them in the
car on the way home. Like I said,
“..kicking myself in the ass.”
Another thing has changed. Life
with a kid; a couple in fact. Marin
is almost 8 now and appears to
have received the music obsession gene. She has one of my old
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MP3 players and has been scouring
my music collection for any female
artists or bands with female singers. Eisly, God Save the Girl, Camera Obscura, Tegan and Sara, Maria
Taylor, KT Tunstal, Marlee MacLeod
and Jeff Hanson. Shhh, she doesn’t
know the latter is a guy. She also
doesn’t know this sweet voiced Minneapolitan is no longer with us. I
tried finding some age appropriate Liz Phair tracks…wow, was that
hard. It sucks because “Fuck and
Run” has such a great melody I
know she’d love. I’ve also deceived
her into thinking her flash memory
is filling up and she might want to
think about removing Katy Perry,
Adele and that Beiber kid.

Band, Telekinesis, The Bloody Hollies, The Boxer Rebellion, The Buff
Medways, The Cat Empire, The
Delicious, The Dudes, The Frauds,
The Glands, The High Dials, The
Library is on Fire, The Love Language, The Marlboro Chorus, The
Old Haunts, The Sammies, The
Soft Pack, The Vilolet Archers,
The Whigs, Throw Me the Statue,
Tre Orsi, Turbo Fruits, We Ride at
Dawn, Wild Sweet Orange, and
You an I.

I’d like to thank Dr. Gonzo for allowing a red-headed libertarian to
get a few words in edge-wise. I’d
like end my column with the thing
that matters the most and spew
out a final list of some great artists I’ve discovered in the last few
years through the various forms I
mentioned above: 22-Pistepirkko,
Absent Elk, Alamo Race Track, Alberta Cross, Benjy Feree, Bound
Stems, Brothers and Sisters, Califone, Chooglin, Comet Gain, Frank
Jordan, Friendly Foes, Gods of Blitz,
Great Northern, Howlies, Japandroids, John Biz, King Khan and the
Shrines, Kurt Von Stetten, Leopold
and his Fiction, Lightspeed Champion, Mas Rapido, Miniature Tigers,
Morningbell, Neva Dinova, Nine
Black Alps, Paolo Nutini, Peter Adams, Rafter, Scott Reynolds [rediscovery], Sterling Loons, TAB the
www.artificialkhaos.com		
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Tribute to Andy
Rooney

Features

by Sam Chao/Occupy Oakland Camp

H

ard to believe, but I’m turning 40 this year. While I still
feel young, even immature, I
find the reality is that I’m
getting old. So old that I
think some would find my ideas
are on par with a crotchety geriatric. In this short article, I’ll
provide my view on a few popular
concepts. You tell me if I’m getting old.
Steve Jobs
I’ve never met Steve Jobs. However, I appreciated his work. Having
owned an Apple IIe, Macintosh SE,
Original iPod (v1.0), countless other iPod variations, iPad (lined up
like an idiot on day 1 in rainy Seattle), MacBook Pro, and now MacBook Air, some may even accuse
me of a fanboy. While I certainly
appreciate the design, quality,
and thoughtfulness of the products, I also realize that I’m paying
a premium. Let’s not forget Apple
didn’t invent the MP3 player. Nor
did they invent the cell phone or
camera phone. Nor did they invent the PDA. They did, however,
manage to assemble everything in
an elegant way. They also managed to create a brand or mystique, to the point where it’s seen
AK

		

as the one and only original.
Before the fact checking commences, you can’t deny that Steve Jobs
did not invent anything here. He
may have had the vision, but he
did not create the technology. He
may not have even come up with the
idea. Whatever the case, those that
compare him to Henry Ford, Alexander Graham Bell, or Thomas Edison
are fucking crazy.

Khaos Haiku by Sam Chao
The Khaos Apocrypher, it had a nice run
What better way to send it off, than with a bad pun
In looking back, so many stories, so corny
‘Course I can’t say for sure, as reading them would’ve bored me
Mine were not gems, some nerdy, some racist
I think Brett wrote about some drummers and bassists
Enough smack talkin’, it’s impressive to publish
Kudos to Brad, for assembling such rubbish
Of course I kid, the stories were great
Just not mine, that’s why I hate
It’s time to wrap up, cuz my writing is mental
Peace out, so long, said this oriental
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Readers Sound off
Kyli Martin/Pittsburgh
Well wishes: Fargo North class of 1989. I might be biased, but I still say the greatest of all time. Current and
former residents of Fargo. Never let what is said about that town bring you down!
Ill Wishes: Fargo South. “It just wouldn’t matter, because all the really good looking girls will still go out with
the guys from South, because they’ve got all the money!” Muslim extremists. Armageddon just can’t get here
fast enough for that crew.
Favorite KA writer: Always looked forward to Vigesaa’s top 10. One word: hilarity!
Least favorite: Me. Too serious, too often for a fictional publication. I should have stuck to fart stories.
What I’ll miss: periodic updates into the lives of friends. We are all worthless when it comes to keeping in
touch or updating, so this was at least something.
Picture: Check out the attached classic. Where it all started, home-fry. We were stylin’.

Kyles

Snake

Ed note. In the course of six years, Snake had 2,476 assists to Kyles (aka Rudy). It is a Fargo city record that remains today. This combination led the Gold Patrol to an undefeated season in 11th grade.
Of course, we had WilkinStone on the outside and Rosie and Dill on the inside. The Fab Five could not
be stopped.
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Readers Sound off
Jason Orthel/Forest Park
I like to think I am immune to the constant flow of hidden messages spewed from our consume-or-die media.
But as a younger man I was hoodwinked by your own publication. As a wide-eyed would-be pharmacist in
2006, I attended a lecture given by a pair of erstwhile ZZ Top cover-band performers. Some weeks later, as I
feverishly left-clicked through my lecture notes, I stumbled across a link to “www.artificialkhaos.com.” It’s not
an overstatement to say that this was the biggest mistake of my life.
I was a bright young talent on the fast track to retail pharmacy’s easy street. But after falling prey to
the evils contained within the Khaos Apocrypher, I strayed. I foolishly sought out the characters from this
quarterly, and was soon exposed to Brad, Bob, McBain and Jeremy for an entire month at the Madison Clinic
and Bailey Boushay house. There I learned that a pharmacist could be a complete professional without
combing his hair (or paying any attention to personal grooming at all, really). I also learned that you could
have fun at work without really having a very good time.
Some would argue that advertizing a fake quarterly newsletter in a set of pharmacy school lecture notes is not
a sound marketing strategy. Well, that scheme certainly did the job on this gullible bastard. Your little act of
“guerilla marketing” derailed me from the Walgreen’s gravy train. I have no doubt that I would not have ended
up in my current job had I never watched the ‘Great Midwestern Pharm Accident’ or met Jeremy at Bailey
Boushay. Thank you for shamelessly plugging your hugely unprofitable venture, and screwing up my plans!

Johnny Olson/2112 Wallingford
You gave Boeufcake it’s rock and roll jump start 2 years ago and next weekend will be our sixth (!) public
performance, we are a rock and roll juggernaut. The point is, it’s really great that we all have these
professional grown up careers but we still do things to indulge our inner teenager like play loud music or
publish zines. I’m sad to see that you’re putting this down but I trust you will be doing something equally
creative and pointless in the future.

Rob 2.0/Seward Park
Attached is the logo for my fantasy
baseball team this year. I came up with
the name and the log in all of five minutes
by searching the Internet. Really took
me very little effort. Probably worth a
headline.

Columbia City Shit Storm
AK
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A Dream Upon
Waking

Features

by Johan Martin/Capitol Hill
I awoke this afternoon, sprawled
out on a bus stop downtown. I
ambled home only to find I have
been writing and submitting stories
for something called the ‘Khaos
Apocrypher’ these past three
years. This sadly came as a tragic
revelation to me today.
Apparently it all started late
one night when I was out getting
boozed up, celebrating the
election of Barack Obama. I have
no recollection of what has ensued
in the foggy, mostly blacked out
passages of time since that fateful
evening in Seattle nor any idea
who someone named ‘Dr. Gonzo’
is. I have even less of an idea why
anyone would elect such a moniker
as an homage to a man who steam
rolled the once noble institution of
journalism into the freak show it is
today, a freak show celebrated, no
doubt, by exactly the type of cretins
who would find something like the
Apocrypher mildly amusing. All I
have managed to piece together
has come from barely decipherable
mini tapes I have amassed in my
bedroom closet these past three
years AND cryptic emails from the
aforementioned ‘Dr. Gonzo.’
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What I know is this:
Though seemingly good for America,
the election of Barack Obama sent
me into some massively depraved
alcohol induced downward spiral,
during which, although I have been
able to continue my comparatively
normal life here on the East coast,
I developed and cultivated an alter
ego (apparently based on a real
person, a friend of Gonzo’s, who
lives somewhere in Seattle). Through
this alter ego, I began submitting,
on a mostly quarterly basis, sordid
entirely fabricated stories of a youth
I never had. It is here and now I wish
to clear the air once and for all.
I never attempted to shoot a
pornographic film based on a church
sponsored adult tee ball league,
never aspired to write a play based
on the preposterous idea of Martha
Stewart and Michael Jackson sharing
a prison cell, never touched a man’s
face on a bus as a means to end
some misguided conflict we were
having, never fell through a frozen
pond in Colorado after ingesting
psychedelics, never played Harry
Potter for a six year old’s birthday
party, never worked at the Starbucks
headquarters, and most certainly
do not work in a “porn dungeon”
www.artificialkhaos.com		

now. I am a pharmacist. I live in
Pittsburgh. I am forty-nine years
old, have been happily married for
nineteen of them and have two
teenage daughters. Marissa &
Sam. Everything I have told you in
past ‘Apocrypher’ submissions was
a lie. I submit these words only as
penitence for what I have done, in
hopes of righting the innumerable
wrongs and many deceptions I
have perpetrated these past three
years. I led a mild mannered, rarely
indulgent life before the Winter of
2008 when I visited Seattle for a
convention pertaining to work and
apparently found some road there
I hadn’t dare travel in the years
preceding said excursion, a road I
thank God I can barely remember.
While I hope all who read this will
find the kind of clarity I am only
muddling through now, my outlook
is grim that they ever will. Please
heed what I say now as cautionary
& know what I have said in the
past does not accurately portray
the man I truly am. Though we all
enjoy the occasional flashback of
mischief from our Byronic youths,
tis not a place a man can safely live
after a certain amount of time has
passed and it is with that thought,
I bid you adieu.
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Hard Times

Features

by A.J. Rathbun/Ballard
Hello Dr. Gonzo and the AK KrewAs a long time garbage collector for Artifical Khaos, I thought
it’d be fun for your fans and your last issue if you printed
some of the snaps I’ve taken, clandestinely, of the famous
people who have stopped by the office to talk to you. It’s
been such an illustrious list that I had a hard time narrowing
it a bit. But here are those I’ve picked as the top, the cream of
the AK-visitors crop so to speak. I’ll miss the stars, by the by,
and the garbage. I’m off to collect for another magazine now,
called Penthouse. Their garbage smells differently than yours,
sadly. But at least I have these photos. And our weekend in
Paris, TX.
Cheers-

1. Dr. Strange, after you both had had
a few too many Wong specials and he
decided to invoke the Many Moons of
Munnopor in the lobby. Good times.
AK

		

2. Charles Dickens, after his lesser known
story, Drunk on Gin in a Trolley with Dr.
Gonzo and a Trollope, was printed in
issue 8.

3. Henry the 8th, right after chopping
off Anne Boleyn. It was nice the way you
comforted him with a turkey leg and that
shiny new codpiece.
www.artificialkhaos.com		
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4. Hamfighter Letuush, right before you
challenged him to that game of strip
cricket. That was a hot mess. Cricket
didn’t seem to mind, however.

5. Sasquatch. I didn’t think the honey and
cream would ever come out of that fur.

6. Jack Skellington: I just recall him
appearing and singing: “There are few
who’d deny, at what he does Dr. G is best
/ For his talents are renowned far and
wide / When it comes to surprises in the
moonlit night / he excels without ever
trying.”

7. Mighty Thor: After that game of
quarters with mead went on for three
days, he took off before the photo could
even be finished. Like most good things,
he was gone before I even had a chance
to miss him.
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Khaos Liquor Log

Something Ginger
by Reggie Southland/Shakopee

My bad. Somewhat buzzed on tequila Saturday night,
I errantly reported that The Local, that shit-hole
in St. Paul, sold a drink called “Something Ginger,”
with Johnny Walker Red and Ginger Ale (evidently no
particular brand -- I like Diet Canada Dry, with a slice
of lemon). I was drinking The Red Walk (trademarked
me), not those feckers.
Anyway, I still have some friends out in Minny, who
are, to say the least, diligent fact checkers and
stalwart drinkers. They were kind enough correct
me. The pub in question is Kieran’s Irish Pub near
Downtown Minneapolis (where Wild Bill got high with
Don Shelby), and the drink in question is called The
Big Ginger (however, I like the two ginger’s logo and
name much better, see below), and the fecking shitty
scotch in question is the lesser of the two popular
brands hailing from the Papal-ridden, an island:
Ireland -- yes, that’d be Jameson.
So the rub here is that Kieran’s used to be the number
one seller of Jameson’s in the entire fecking know
universe (diameter unknown), but now, they be bitting
the hand that feeds them, OR Jameson be doing the
bitting. Like the Ganstas say, you better bite fore you
git bitten. But no one knows for sure, because now
the fucking lawyers are involved, and as Ike Reilly says
(even about friend-lawyers):
They change their minds behind enemy lines
And they give out, Fifity dollar advice...

Fuck Jameson. Start mixxing your Big Ginger with
real scotch, albeit blended (but feck, you’re mixing it
anyway), John Walker Red, from fucking Scotland, and
call it Two Gingers (way hotter, see logo below).
Do you hear it: SCOTch and SCOTland. And then tell
those second fiddle, Edward-kicked, potato-eating
pikeys to put their efforts back into kissing stones,
preventing abortions, divorce and learn to kick the
football better.
Hey, I don’t SEE Begbe in your fecking promo film:
http://www.johnniewalker.com/global/
themanwhowalkedaroundtheworld/
Check out the Two Ginger’s Logo (meow):
http://stmedia.startribune.com/images/3kieran021612.
jpg
The Inane controversy (pronounced: kon TRA va SE)
http://www.startribune.com/entertainment/
dining/139376108.html
http://blogs.citypages.com/food/2012/02/kieran_
folliard_sues_jameson_whiskey_big_ginger.php
http://www.bizjournals.com/twincities/
news/2012/02/15/folliard-sues-jameson-over-biggingers.html?page=al

As an American, this is hard. Kieran’s should protect
it’s “trademark” and Jameson ought to protect their
“product.” Yes, the quotations means that both are
questionable. But I say that’s just Shallow Exhiled
Euro-American Immigrant pussy-ass bullshit thinking.
AK
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Khaos News Wire
Never Seen TV Pilot

The Pony Man

It’s rare in the
world of television
to get your pilot
turned into a spot
on NBC’s Thursday
night
line
up.
Our investigators
turned up this old
gem from the late
80’s prior to the
Law and Order days.
From the creator of Hill Street Blues. The show was
simply called, “Shark”. It followed an ex-New Jersey
private eye who was an ex-New Jersey cop trying
to start a new business in the world of high fashion.
Little did he know the world of Eighties fashion was
filled with crime. He was the perfect fit to clean up
New York’s fashion disctrict. Sadly, NBC, ABC, CBS
and even Fox passed on the show.

It’s finally over. The Pony
Man had it’s premiere release at the NW Film Forum and the Vashon Theatre. Both were successful
screenings with over 100
attendees at each event.
Many thanks to all who
came out to see the film.
Big thank you all who
worked on the film and to
all you who supported the
Pony Man movie process.
The Pony Man will continue it’s journey on the festival
circuit.

The Devil Gets Her Way
The wait is over. The
Swearengens have
finally
released
an EP of fabulous
songs. After selling
out the Tractor
Tavern at the record
release party they
continue their high
energy live shows
throughout the summer. Music can be purchased at
the following places.
Bandcamp - http://swearengens.bandcamp.com/
iTunes - just search for The Swearengens in the
iTunes store
Come see a show - buy a CD, the old fashioned
way

AK

		

The Get Low sign with Radio Khaos
Records

Radio Khaos records has signed a new blood to it’s
list of well known bands, Duct Tape Todd, Complicity,
Form of the Hammer, Bastards of Omaha and now,
The Get Low. Band members Karl E. Shabazz (guitar,
vox) Stootsie Michelbag (squeeze box, looks) and Ed
(banjo, looks) are overjoyed to bring their unique
blend of circus folk pop glam to the ears of Radio
Khaos listeners. You need to catch them live to really understand the buzz.
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Khaos Poetry

R.J.

Duke
Turned Forty
(for Wild Bill Sinner a.k.a. Yasonovich Von Schroederheimer)
Folks say you only do it once:
Turn forty or drink that much?
Screaming kids and sunshine
ignite that vampire bitch
of a headache
right behing the eyes.
Now I’ve turned forty, and
I don’t know what to do.
Luckily my wife does.
She’s says “take that
goddamn hangover, and
mow the fucking lawn with it.”
Could this be medicinal?
I know it’s not romantical;
I turned forty and couldn’t
even beg a blowjob.
I’ll mow the fucking lawn.
Just have to check the oil.
Just have to add some oil.
Just have to find some oil.
Just gonna use the old oil
left over from changing
the truck.
And while I’m at it,
I’ll use that crooked
concrete slab
to sharpen the blades.
I turned forty, and
I don’t know what to do.

AK

		

The Ontological and Epistemological and Hermeneutical
and Paradoxical Blues Again
or
Das Ich und Du Blues
or
The Robert Anton Wilson Blues
by Savage Ravine
You are Two
the Thinker thinks
the Prover proves
anything and everything
that You think You do
whether or not
You want to
-- but wait –
You are really the Third
Your opinions are only
an interpretation -that is,
an interpolation
of Your extrapolation -of Their dialogues heard

Leaving Krakow September 1985
(or Dzień Dobry Focker Muthers)
It was stolen from a church in Poland
the Russian Military Man laughed
it was all we had on that pre-war train
to pay them to get into that country
they wanted Dollars and we had Zloty
an insult and a crime
but we had this thing, gilded and old
cross-like with a glass transom
securing a bone fragment
from an ancient priest
it only seemed fair to take it
after the way we were treated
not knowing the church had closed
now it was our passport, our ticket
into the last stand of the cold war
an American adveture
to tell our friends
Just Don’t (take one)
(the first line by Desert Ed)
Everything conspires to haunt me here
in the night… by the fire… in the rain…
even innocent prepositions
appear prescient and superstitious –
clairvoyant and illogical –
don’t clarify: the inside of this poem
is filled with terror, uncertainty
uneven poison and deceitful designs
don’t count the syllables, feel them
don’t read the words, realize them
and don’t do either
if you’re overly critical
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ASK Nathan

by Colonel N.R. Jessup
Dear Colonel Jessup,
I heard that this is the last issue of the newsletter.
Why is itending? Aren’t we entitled to this quarterly
pleasure?
					

Questioning Soul

Dear Questioning Soul,
You fucking people, you have no idea what it takes
to run a newsletter. All you did was weaken a country
today. That’s all you did, son. I have a greater responsibility than you can possibly fathom. You weep
for Doctor Gonzo and you curse Fargo. You have
that luxury. You have the luxury of not knowing what
I know: that the Khaos Apocrypher’s death, while
tragic, probably saves lives. And Doctor Gonzo’s existence, while grotesque and incomprehensible to
you, saves lives. You don’t want the truth. You can’t
handle the truth. Because deep down, in places you
don’t talk about at parties, you want him to write
this newsletter. You need him to write this newsletter. I have neither the time, nor the inclination, to
explain myself to a man who rises and reads under
the very blanket of letters that Gonzo provides and
then questions the manner by which he provides it.
I’d much rather you said thank you and went on your
AK

		

way. Otherwise, you can pick up pen and paper and
write an article! Either way, I don’t give a damn what
you think you’re entitled to!
Dear Colonel,
I have a hard time finding parking on Capitol Hill, so
I avoid going to social and artistic events happening
in that part of town. How can better deal with the
inconveniences of the area, so as to enjoy a life rich
with creative possibility?
Overwhelmed Culturalist
Dear Overwhelmed Culturalist,
I eat breakfast four hundred yards away from 3000
hipsters trained to snub me. Don’t think you can just
come down here, flash your iPads and make me nervous.
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Khaos Top Ten List

Notorious

V.I.G.

Top Ten Reasons I couldn’t submit My Final Top Ten List
10. I told Doctor Gonzo, the Battle of Endor re-enactment event was scheduled
this summer. I play the lead Ewok Chieftain. This is my fifth season, so next year
I get to be a Wookie yearling. I hope to make it ten seasons, then I got a shot
at playing Han Solo (hello full body waxing).
9. Jellybean and I were sad that HBO had to cancel the horse racing drama, ‘Luck’.
We decided to produce our own show about racing Daschunds. It’s called The
Wiener’s Circle.
8. I got another baby momma in the picture. I told you I’d get one passed the goaie,
Brian Austin Green, you dope. Megan Fox and me are soul mates, bro.
7. Beer don’t drink itself.
6. Cheetos don’t eat themselves.
5. We’ve been having Michele Bachman over a lot lately while her husband does
karaoke at the Brass Rail in downtown Minneapolis.
4. Thanks to the Affordable Care Act, I no longer have to worry about
pre-existing conditions and can finally get that third nipple removed.
3. I decided to try out for shortstop with the Twins. Hey, they can’t get any 		
worse. Plus, I can live in the clubhouse after the wife finds out about my baby
with Megan.
2. I’ve been playing Donald Trump in a backyard play my kids wrote about the birther
scandal. My kids watch too much cable news.
1. We were just ripping off David Letterman for the last ten years; I figured it was
time to stop.
AK
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Khaos Apparel

Visit the Artificial Khaos shirt shop and
get yours today!

Rock and Roll Airplane

Bastards of Omaha

Gravity Gun (reissue)

AK Films

Form of the Hammer

Taco Punchy’s

The Get Low

http://artificialkhaos.spreadshirt.com/
AK
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Khaos Klassifieds
Artificial Khaos Productions presents the new face
of Khaos. Check out the
newly designed web site. A
new media section collects
most of our film and video
projects in one convenient
place. Enjoy.Click on
graphic teleport.

Birdbath Radio

Retrofitted Designs

Elemental Studio

A.J. Rathbun

Alex Doerffler Photography

Bruno Press

McCauliflower

The TOC

BUY THESE BOOKS

KHAOS apparel
[click to link]
AK

		

WANTED: a cute ‘Red Shirt’.
Beam me up.
www.artificialkhaos.com		
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Khaos Apocrypher Staff

AK

		

DOCTOR GONZO
Editor
Fremont

R. GOULET, JR.
Nightlife
Ballard

KYLES
Plastics
Steeltown

THE SAINT
Sales
SoCal

WILD BILL
Leisure
Uhlenkounts

GOOCH
Hunting
Palmer

STASH ZYKA
Assistant to
the Editor
Tucson

RAY RAY
Drums
Shoreline

LAZLO
Lifestyle
View Ridge

STU
Lead Reporter
East Saint Cloud

V.I.G
Top Ten
Osseo

A.J.
Cocktails
Ballard

KUNG FU MIKE
Music Editor
Minneapolis

SAM CHAO
Tech
Oaktown

Johan
Urban
Cap Hill
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Artificial Khaos Productions
Seattle, WA

GOODBYE
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